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STANDARDS, PROCEDURES AND PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE 
 

INQUIRY INTO THE ELECTION OF COMMITTEE CONVENERS 
 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION RECEIVED FROM ALLY GOWANS 
 
 
1. Do you agree that the whole Parliament should elect conveners of committees 
(rather than the membership of the committee choosing the convener as is currently 
the case)?  Are there any barriers or constraints to this?  What would be the 
benefits?  What would be the disadvantages? 
 
I don’t think that there are any disadvantages in conveners being elected by 
Parliament. That may provide better balance (if persons appointed have no 
hidden agenda as to the outcome). In some instances it might be advisable to 
have some learned from outwith Parliament appointed?   
 
2. How should nominations be made and what sort of support should be required 
for a member’s name to be put forward?  
 
Nominations made by anyone entitled to vote in Scotland. 
 
3. How should the vote be carried out?  Should it be done by secret ballot or some 
other means?   What majority should be required? 
 
Same system as for local elections - voting only by MSPs. 
 
4. Should there be any particular rules (eg procedures, timescales) for replacing a 
convener who ceases to be a convener in the middle of a session?  
 
In such circumstances the committee should be able to immediately nominate 
a temporary convenor who may remain in place for up to three months or until 
another convenor is appointed by the normal Parliamentary election 
procedure. If the committee concludes within that period and agrees by two 
thirds majority a new convenor would not necessarily be required. 
 
5. If there is a move towards the whole Parliament electing conveners, should the 
procedure to remove a convener be adjusted?  What changes should be made? 
 
Existing procedure should be retained except that it would only apply to 
temporary convenors. Should a Parliament elected convenor fail to discharge 
their duties the committee by a two thirds majority may ask Parliament to 
remove the convenor stating reasons. 
 
6. Should parties continue to be allocated conveners in way that is proportional to 
their overall number of seats in the Parliament?  Should there be any other rules 
about the party allocation of convenerships? 
 
There should be no party allocation of convenors.  
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8. Please feel free to comment on any other matters which you think the 
Committee should take into account when considering the proposal for elected 
conveners. 
 
The respect and knowledge that nominees have in relation to the duty 
intended.  
 
 
ALLY GOWANS 
7 DECEMBER 2014 
 


